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Often perceived culturally through the lens of tourism, 
sometimes burdened by the weight of its own historic 
legacy of architecture and sculpture, Video Echoes 
offers an alternative view of the Eastern Mediterranean 
region through the practice of contemporary video 
artists from Greece, Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, 
Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Egypt.

Drawing heavily on video work that references the sea 
itself as metaphor for both separation and connection, 
the exhibition aims to resonate with local expatriate, 
migrant and refugee communities, and to reveal the 
current social and political issues faced by the region 
over the last 10 years, global effects which inevitably 
reach our own shores.

Hrair Sarkissian’s Horizon (2016) recreates a common 
route for refugees, the short passage between Kas in 
Turkey to the island of Megisti in Greece. Emphasised 
by a view from above, the land disappears beneath the 
viewer and certainty with it, surrounded by the looming 
expanse and depth of water on all sides with only a 
distant shore to fix sight and hope upon. A short but 
risky crossing represents just one short step on a much 
longer journey ahead.

As Birds Flying (2016) is an allegorical work by 
Heba Amin responding to an absurd news story about 
storks being used as camera equipped spies. Using 
drone footage of the birds flying across wetlands 
and landscapes combined with soundtrack and audio 
segments of a gloomy Egyptian political drama Birds of 
Darkness (1995), Amin’s video mocks the paranoia and 
narratives created by repressive political regimes and 
the crowds who believe them.

In Sigalit Landau’s Azkelon (2011) three youths play 
the “knife game” on the beach shared by the towns of 
Gaza and Ashkelon, which are otherwise separated by a 
border. In the game borderlines are drawn, erased and 
redrawn between the participants. On the one hand the 
element of play suggests interaction and hope, however 
game playing can also be interpreted on a far more geo-
political level and with more serious consequences.

Marianna Christofides’ Along the G-Line (2010) follows 
a seven year old boy as he cartwheels alongside a UN 
buffer zone in the divided city of Nicosia, Cyprus. The 
carefree and innocent nature of the boy as he moves 
through successive checkpoints highlights the absurdity 
of ideological borders, yet at the same time serve as 
a reminder of the historical forces that resists any 
foreseeable change. 

Mounira Al Solh’s The Mute Tongue (2010) is a series 
of playful portrayals of 19 Arabic proverbs which the 
artist uses in her everyday life, despite mixed feelings 
about their meanings. The main character is played by 
Croatian performance artist Sinisa Labrovic, and the 

other parts by the artist’s friends and family. As these 
sayings have existed in language over centuries, the 
work questions how applicable and relevant they are in 
a contemporary setting.

Accompanied by a soundtrack of Skype conversations 
between Gaza-based photographers and drivers, 
Oraib Toukan’s When Things Occur (2016) is a work that 
investigates the digital representation and transmission 
of grief. She provokes the viewer to consider what 
it means to view “suffering at a distance” and how 
“distance” is defined and measured. The work is also 
intended to provoke thought about the political nature 
of images and the behaviours present when capturing 
them.

In Didem Erk’s Home is a Place called Never (2017) the 
artist is seen on two screens in her dual performance 
immersed in the sea; the shoreline symbolising a 
threshold between belonging-and-not. Her hands are 
raised with flags displaying the maritime code for ‘annul’ 
or ‘invalid’ indicating her status, or perhaps signalling 
for help or rescue. In one instance she looks across the 
water to the Island of Symi, in the other into an empty 
horizon, yet both suggesting migration, uncertainty, 
danger and refuge. 

The lives of three different characters are interwoven 
in Stefanos Tsivopoulos’ History Zero, A Film in 
Three Episodes (2013). Connecting the three – an 
immigrant scraping together an existence, an artist 
seeking inspiration and an elderly art collector with 
dementia – is the idea of exchange. The story poses the 
political and social implications of such exchanges and 
the interplay between economic and aesthetic value 
systems in everyday life.

As its name suggests Video Echoes: Waves from 
the Eastern Mediterranean is a reminder that 
distant events and encounters can and do have local 
implications. It also acknowledges how common human 
experiences and concerns are, and at the very least 
that universally, art is something created to share with 
others. We are fortunate enough to live in an age when 
information and images can travel around the world 
almost instantaneously, a journey when otherwise made 
over water would be long, slow and sometimes perilous. 

Like art however, water has the potential to carry and 
connect us.

Victor Griss 
Curator
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Hrair Sarkissian 
Horizon, 2016. 
Two channel video, HD, 6′58″. 
Dimensions variable. 
Courtesy of the artist

Heba Amin 
As Birds Flying, 2016.
Video 6′50″
Camera: Amir Aloni, Heba Amin, 
Amir Balaban, Yuval Dax, OrangeHD
Audio: The Birds of Darkness
Courtesy of the artist



Sigalit Landau 
in collaboration with Arthur Astman 
Azkelon, 2011. 
Video 16′46″ 
Sound by Yarden Erez 
Courtesy of the artist

Marianna Christofides 
Along the G-Line, 2010.
Experimental video, XD-CAM EX 
transferred to blu-ray disc, 2′14″ 16:9, 
colour, stereo. Concept, cinematography, 
sound, editing: Marianna Christofides 
Performance: Orestis Papayiannis Sound 
mixing: Cedric Hopf Courtesy of the artist



Oraib Toukan 
When Things Occur, 2016.
Single channel video 28′00″
Courtesy of the artist 

Mounira Al Solh 
The mute tongue, 2010.
19 Arabic proverbs HD Video 20′47″. 
Courtesy of the artist 



Didem Erk 
Home is a Place Called Never, 2017.  
Performance and video installation. 
Double channel full  
HD video 11′44″,11′44″. Camera: Bahadır 
Cihangir Genç. Music: Etkin Çekin. 
Dimensions variable.  
Courtesy the artist

Stefanos Tsivopoulos 
History Zero, A Film in Three 
Episodes, 2013.  
Three-channel video installation 
ARRI Alexa 2K, image 2.39:1.  
Audio surround 5:1. 
Duration of each episode 11′00″ 
Courtesy of the artist



VISITOR INFORMATION

Counihan
Gallery In
Brunswick

Dawson St
Glenlyon Rd

Brunswick
Town Hall

Tram route 19
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Bus route 506

Opening Times

Wednesday – Saturday  
11 am – 5 pm

Sunday 
1 – 5 pm

Closed on public holidays  
and between exhibitions. 

Follow us/More information

Subscribe to our e-newsletter  
moreland.vic.gov.au/counihan-gallery

 / counihangalleryinbrunswick

Public programs

For details on upcoming programs 
and events please check the gallery 
website or facebook page.

Schools/Groups

We welcome visits by school and 
community groups. Please contact us 
if you would like to visit with a group 
and meet the gallery curator.

About the gallery

The Counihan Gallery In Brunswick 
opened in 1999. The public gallery 
for the City of Moreland, it is named 
in honour of Australian artist and 
activist Noel Counihan.

The gallery has a focus on 
contemporary art exhibitions and 
aims to encourage discussion and 
debate about issues in arts and 
culture through public programs.

Moreland City Council 
acknowledges the traditional owners 
of the land in which the gallery is 
located, the Wurundjeri people.

Counihan Gallery In Brunswick

Located inside Brunswick Town Hall 
233 Sydney Road 
Brunswick VIC 3056 
(03) 9389 8622

counihangallery@moreland.vic.gov.au

moreland.vic.gov.au/counihan-gallery

The gallery is fully 
accessible by wheelchair.

FRONT COVER Didem Erk 
Home is a Place Called Never, 2017.  
Performance and video installation. 
Double channel full HD video 11′44″, 11′44″. 
Camera: Bahadır Cihangir Genç.  
Music: Etkin Çekin. Dimensions variable.  
Courtesy the artist

BACK COVER Stefanos Tsivopoulos 
History Zero, A Film in Three Episodes, 2013. 
Three-channel video installation ARRI 
Alexa 2K, image 2.39:1. Audio surround 5:1. 
Duration of each episode 11′00″ 
Courtesy of the artist

The Curator would like to thank the following people:
Mounira Al Solh, Heba Amin, Marianna Christofides, Didem Erk, Sigalit Landau, Hrair 
Sarkissian, Oraib Toukan and Stefanos Tsivopoulos. Catherine Connolly and Leon Van de 
Graaff, Counihan Gallery In Brunswick. LOTE Marketing. Sweet Creative. Impact Digital.




